Mystery Stories

Unless noted with one of these abbreviations, these books are shelved in Mysteries. E = eBook only; F = Fiction; LP = Large Print; M = Mystery; N = New; P = Paperback

An * after a title indicates it is also available in our Digital Collection as an eBook.

The Feathered Bone* [N]
Julie Cantrell

The Best of Father Brown
G.K. Chesterton

Gone To Ground [F]
Brandilyn Collins

Dressed for Death* [N]
Julianna Deering

Too Close to Home*
Lynette Eason

A Vase of Mistaken Identity
Cathy Elliot

Murder Comes By Mail [N]
Ann Gabhart

Deception on Sable Hill
Shelley Shepard Gray

Indivisible* [F]
Kristen Heitzmann

The Bachelor Girl’s Guide to Murder* [N]
Rachel McMillan

When the Cat’s Away
Gilbert Morris

Mystery Series

Roland March Mysteries
Back on Murder* [F]; Pattern of Wounds* [F]; Nothing to Hide* [E]
J. Mark Bertrand

Cape Refuge Mysteries [F]
Cape Refuge*; Southern Storm [E]; River’s Edge*; Breaker’s Reef*
Terri Blackstock

Million Dollar Mysteries
A Penny for Your Thoughts* [F]; Don’t Take Any Wooden Nickels*; A Dime a Dozen*; and more!
Mindy Starns Clark

Rock Harbor Mysteries [F]
Without a Trace*; Beyond a Doubt*; Into the Deep*; and more!
Colleen Coble

Colton Parker Mysteries
Original Sin; The Root of All Evil
Brandt Dodson

Father Blackie Ryan Mysteries
The Bishop in the Old Neighborhood; The Bishop at the Lake; The Archbishop in Andalusia
Andrew M. Greeley

O’Malley Mysteries [F]
The Negotiator*; The Guardian*; The Truth Seeker*; and more!
Dee Henderson

Summer Meadows Mysteries
Fudge-Laced Felonies; Candy-Coated Secrets [P]
Cynthia Hickey

Brother Cadfael Medieval Mysteries
A Morbid Taste for Bones [E]; One Corpse Too Many*; Monk’s Hood*; and many more!
Ellis Peters

Psalm 23 Mysteries
The Lord Is My Shepherd [F]; I Shall Not Want [LP]; Lie Down in Green Pastures; and more!
Debbie Viguie

Visit ppld.org/reading-lists to find this list, our Saintly Sleuths Reading List and other Christian and Mystery lists you might enjoy. While you’re online, check out our other reading lists too!
Suspense Stories/Thrillers
Unless noted, these books are shelved in Fiction.

**The Ishbane Conspiracy**
Randy Alcorn

**Adam**
Ted Dekker

**Obsessed**
Ted Dekker

**A Heartbeat Away: A Novel**
Harry Kraus

**More Than A Skeleton: A Novel**
Paul Maier

**The Revealing: A Novel**
Bill Myers

**House**
Frank Peretti

**The Oath**
Frank Peretti

**The Visitation**
Frank Peretti

**The Trial**
Robert Whitlow

**The Shack: A Novel**
William Young

**Suspense/Thriller Series**

**Ollie Chandler**
*Deadline*; *Dominion*; *Deception*
Randy Alcorn

**Newpointe 911**
*Private Justice*; *Shadow of Doubt* [LP]; *Word of Honor*; and more!
Terri Blackstock

**Restoration Novels**
*Last Light*; *Night Light*; *True Light*; and more!
Terri Blackstock

**Justice Seekers Novels**

*Injustice for All; To Write a Wrong; Strand of Deception*
Robin Carroll

**Books of Mortals**

*Forbidden*; *Mortal*; *Sovereign*
Ted Dekker

**Women of Justice**

*Too Close to Home* [M]; *Don't Look Back*;
*A Killer Among Us*[

Lynette Eason

**Uncommon Heroes**

*True Devotion*; *True Valor*; *True Honor* [E];
and more!
Dee Henderson

**Bowers Files**

*The Pawn* [P]; *The Rook* [M];
*The Knight*; and more!
Steven James

**Left Behind**

*Left Behind*; *Tribulation Force*; *Nicolae*;
and many more!
Tim LaHaye & Jerry B. Jenkins

**Truth Chasers**

*Rolling Thunder; From the Belly of the Dragon*
Mark Mynheir

**Port Aster Secrets**

*Deadly Devotion*; *Blind Trust*; *Desperate Measures*[

Sandra Orchard

**Alaskan Courage**

*Submerged*; *Shattered* [E]; *Stranded*;
and more!
Dani Pettrey

**Twelfth Iman Novels**

*The Twelfth Iman*; *The Tehran Initiative*;
*Damascus Countdown*[

Joel Rosenberg

**Protection for Hire**

*Protection for Hire; A Dangerous Stage*
Camy Tang
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